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PRESENTATION

1. Basic version :

- one water level sensor ( 0-10 m)with water temperature included
- one tipping bucket raingauge,
- one temperature probe type PT100

The dating is synchronized by a GPS receiver integrated to the meteosat
transmitter. The précision is then lower to 1 seconde.

Users can add sensors by changing the EPROM component and add
connectors.

The electronic of the DCP is defined by :
- acquisition card « Hymet »
- Meteosat transmitter with GPS synchronization.
- memory card module.

All this electronic is protected into a double box :
- external box ventilated and resisting to severe backgroung with battery,

connectors and GPS antenna.
- internal box waterproof with all the electronic.
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EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

1. Choice of the installation site

Field must be clear and open. No obstacle must :
- perturb and affect the sensors measurement.
- be on the direct way between the Meteosat antenna and the satellite.
- perturb GPS signal reception.

2.  Installation

First fixed the DCP, the solar panel, and the meteosat antenna.

In sunny region, orientation of the solar panel is not very important ; but it must
be a little bit inclined to avoid accumulation of dirt.

! Don’t connect the solar pannel at this step !

The antenna is a directive antenna which must be pointed to the satellite.
First adjust the horizontal angle (azimut) with a compass and then adjust the
vertical angle with protractor and a plumbline.
Angles can be measured with the pointage software.
Then Connect the coaxial cable of the antenna to the DCP.

! Never switch on the DCP if the antenna or a 50 Ohms charge is not
connected to the DCP !

Join the DCP to the earth via the earth cable.
Connect the earth cable to the negative of the battery .
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Connect the sensors and protect the cable by using buried tube.

We can switch on the DCP :
- First connect the battery :

If the connexion is not done in good condition, the initialization can not be
good.
In this case, wait 3 minutes before switch on again the DCP.

The first screen is : CEIS TM SIRIUS
HYMET V3.6
PM46
METEOSAT

- Connect the solar pannel

3. Initialization

The DCP initialize itself automatically in the pré-configuration.
But the setting must be done by the user and he has to parameter the DCP to his
use.

Use of the keyboard is simple : navigation key ↑↑↑↑↓↓↓↓   select the desired option and
key  ←←←←  validate your choice.
When you have validate the option you have access to the lower menu. And key
ESC allows to go back up to the upper menu until switch off the screen.
Allthe others keys allow user to enter numeric value.

If the DCP the PM46 is installed and in function, it begins the intialization
phase.

The beginner user must in a first time follow step one by one.
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A . MENU « UTILITIES »

Wait and verify in the  menu « METEOSAT STATUS» that the DCP is
synchronized. The screen will display  correct link.

In menu « AUTO OFF » you can adjust (from 0 to 99)  standby screen
time.
In normal mode this time must always be 1 mn.

 menu « BATTERY », indicate the state (switch on or off) of the
manual activation order to put in charge the battery by the solar panel. It can
allow to activate or not this charge.
The forced charging help the battery mostly in the installation or replacement.
At the setting of the DCP and to each visit on site, it’s recommended to switch
on the forced charging.

Display switch on by pushing any key and validate.

←←←←

*METEOSAT      00:00:00*
CORRECT LINK

AUTO POWER OFF
01      MN

* FORCED CHARGING *
INEFFECTIVE

SUN CHARGE  : 15 %
> SWITCH ON

*CHARGE FORCEE*
In progress

SUN CHARGE : 15%
> SWITCH OFF
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This maintenance parameter, transmitted in the meteosat message, is a
indication of the battery charging by solar panel.
It is given in percent and traduce a connexion time of the solar panel to the
battery in mn/day from 5h AM (TU) to 5h AM next day.
For exemple, if battery is charged during 12h, we will have IC = 50%.
This indicator is reset every day at 5 h AM.

The regulator is a voltage limitor integrated inside the electronic acquisition board.
When the voltage battery is lower than 12,3/12,5V  the solar panel is charging it, until level
voltage 14,4 V (charging cycle). It will charge again when the level voltage fall to 12,3 V.
It’s possible to force the charge by the appropriate menu even if the level voltage is upper
12,3/12,5 V.
But the 14,4 V threshold disconnect the solar panel charge whenever this is a « hard » or
« soft » charge.

The charge indicator just « look at » the time of the charge cycle. So even if there is no solar
panel, the indicator can display a value because this parameter indicate the possibility of
charging. For exemple if there is no solar panel and if the voltage battery is 12 V, the
indicator will progress because we are on a charge cycle but the battery will never be in
charge.
So we can use this particularity to detect a default on the solar panel.

B. MENU « SETTING »
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To access to the menu « SETTING » you have to enter a password 1607.

In the « CLOCK », menu user enter the date.
Time must be correct thanks to the GPS synchronization.
But the GPS module give only the TU time so we musn’t modify DCP time
(enter local time for exemple) because there will not be synchronization
between acquisition and meteosat transmission.

Time can be modified only when there is no GPS module.

There is 2 clock modules on the DCP :
Meteosat transmitter : it’s automaticaly synchronized on TU time by the GPS at the

switch on and every 6 and half day.
If there is a problem with the GPS module, it’s possible to enter manually the time into the
transmitter.

Acquisition card Hymet : this clock synchronize itself  on the transmitter after each
transmission.
Of course, time can be enter manually.

To initialize date, position cursor on the field you would like to change with the
UP and DOWN key and modify by using numerics keys. Validate with enter
key.

MENU « SETTING » :

*SETTING*
PASSWORD : 1607

*TIME SETTING*
DATE > 01 JANVIER 2000
HH:MM:SS >      12:48:39
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Menu « IDENTIFICATION CODE » allows to enter a 5 digits
number. This number is into the meteosat message and into the header of the
memory card message.
This number can be the WMO number .

When user change this number, it’s written in the header of the memory card and a general
acquisition on all the sensors is done and the result store on the card.

User put in the « CALIBRATION », « BATTERY VOLTAGE »
menu, the voltage he will have measured with a multimeter.

Coeff1 is the difference between the value measured by the DCP and the value enter by the
user.
Voltage battery measurement is done each hour and you can not modify this sampler time.
This parameter is not stored in the memory card but it will appear in the meteosat message.

In the  « CHANNELS » menu, user can parameter his input
channels measurement.
The DCP have 24 input channels but 8 are not programmable : it’s the internal
measurement channel like card temperature or battery voltage.
Each channel is defined by a label et a number.

TA01 for air temperature connected to channel 1.
RR15 for raingauge connected to channel 15.
HH25/TT25 for water level and water temperature connected to channel
25.

*IDENT. CODE*
CODE  >  17536

* BATTERY CALIB *
VOLTAGE  >  12.4  VOLTS

COEFF1  :  0.4
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In the « SETTING CHANNEL » menu, user can display all the measurement
channel.
To each input you can enter a sensor and a threshold .

Storage level is a threshold, from 0 to 99, programmable, which constitues the
decisive storage criterion.
The data is stored at  S if :

-the difference between the measured value (at S) and the previous value
measured (at S-1) stored on the memory card is greater than the
programmed difference.

OR
-the difference between the measured value and the previous value
measured (but not recorded !) is greater than the programmed difference.

! The threshold can be put to zero and in this case all measured values are
stored.

By default, the storage period is put to E=3h.
!

Choice of the threshold is defined by the user and the hydrological conditions.
There is no storage threshold for rainfall which is recorded automatically if a
impulse appears.
There is no test on water température which is stored automatically with the
water level measurement.

Internal counter of the DCP is limited to 65536 pulses (0 to 65535). It’s reseting when it has
reached its maximum capacity.
The store results are in tenth of millimeter.
For a tipping bucket of  0,2 or 0,5 mm counter can go from 0 to 13107 or 32767,5mm.
Raingauge connector has 3 pins but only A and B pins are used.

*SETTING CHAN.*   01
SENSOR  >       TA

Storage Level  >     99.00
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In the « ACQUIS PERIOD » menu, you can choose the scrutation period
S of each sensor ; that means choose time between two measurement value.
S can take the following values 1, 6, 15, 30, 60 minutes.

! If storage level is equal to 0, then there will be storage of the data at every
scrutation period. !

In the « PERIOD P » menu, user can define the representativity period
which is the period where are elaborate calcul like min, max, mean...
It’s a common period for all the sensors and it’s used for the meteosat message
making up.

User has now parametered all the inputs but he must parameter weight of the
tipping bucket and water level scale.

*PERIODE S*   TA01
S  >   15 MN

P = 1H

*PERIOD P*
P  >    1H
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menu « HYDRO PARAM » :

Each time you accede to the « LEVEL PROG », DCP calculate the
water level at the scale.
At the switch on, the value measured is the true water level above the sensor.
So the user must adjust this value by enter the reading scale value.
DCP calculate the difference between true value and reading value and this
difference is the sensor position. Then DCP display water level synchronized to
the scale.
You can use negative values.

! Water level at the scale = Sensor position + sensor true value !

In the « RAINING SCALE » menu, user adjust the tipping bucket
weight : 0,1 / 0,2 / 0,5 / 1,0 mm.

*OFFSET LEVEL*
014.98   M

*SENSOR POSITION*
014.98  M

*RAINING SCALE*
  >    0.5 mm
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User must now initialize memory card.

 Menu « MEMORY » :

The  « MEMO CARD STATUS » give all the card characteristics
like its serial number, its status and free capacity in percent.
Each time you change one parameter in memory card menu, please verify
results in this menu.

The « STORING PERIOD » indicate period time between two
writting from the RAM to the memory card.
Data which are defined to be stored (scrutation+threshold), are stored in RAM
memory 1 Mo before tranfer into the memory card. It avoids to increase battery
consumption.
E can take values 30mn, 1, 3, 6, 12 ou 24 h.

 « CARD SWITCH ON » inform the electronic card that user
changed a memory card.
If the card is empty then DCP begin a new cycle of storage.
If the card is not empty then user must take a other one or erase it.

 « CARD DELETING » menu allows user to delete the entire card.
Password to accede to this menu is 9075.
You have to wait a few minutes during this operation.
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Let have a look on the different cases :

- On initialization and before a first storage :

- After a first storage :

- User remove card and a storage come during this time :

If user put the same card, the DCP display the previous screen except if he has
modified the content of the card.

- User remove the card and put another one empty :

In this case, user must go to the Card switch on menu .
After that he must have on the memo card status menu :

*MEMO CARD STATUS*

No Writting possible

*MEMO CARD STATUS*
Serial Num : 000234
 Memo CARD OK
Free space : 99%

*MEMO CARD STATUS*

No Writting possible

*MEMO CARD STATUS*
1:000234    2:000312

Card Changed
No writting possible

*MEMO CARD STATUS*
 Serial N° : 000312

 Memo Card OK
Free space : 100%
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And after one or two minutes the screen must display

At each card initialization, station identification code is written on the card and
then a measurement of each sensor is stored independently of S period and
threshold.

- If user put a no-empty card :

To use the card you have to erase it.

- When the card become full, there is no more storage and the scren
display

The DCP is now operationnal.
Verify in the Last measurements menu if the values seem correct.

*MEMO CARD STATUS*
 Serial N° : 000312

Memo Card OK
Free space : 99%

*MEMO CARD STATUS*
1:000234      2:000313

Card Changed
No writting possible

*MEMO CARD STATUS*
Card  Full

No writting possible
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C. MENU « MEASUREMENTS » :

In « LAST MEASUREMENTS » menu, user accede to the last
measurement from the last scrutation. On the right of the screen is displayed
time of the last acquisition.

In the « UTILITIES CHANNEL» menu screen display battery
voltage and card temperature.
These two measurements is given every hour. You can not modify this interval.
These parameters are not stored on the memery card but put on the meteosat
message.

Battery voltage is calibrated in the Calibration menu.
Card  temperature carte is measured by components on the Hymet card and is inaccurate.
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4. Last caution before leaving the site.

Before leaving, it's better to verify if the transmitter work at the emission time :
- with a scanner on band 402 Mhz :  you can hear a distinct noise.
- with a galvanic multimeter locate in the antenna axis : needle must

suddenly move.

You can display the meteosat status menu :
- Correct link indicate that the connexion between the hymet card and

the transmitter is free to be used for emitting or acquiring values.
- Acquire progress indicate that the transmitter remove data before

transmitting (2 minutes before each emission).
- Emission in progress indicate that the transmitter emits the data during

30s.

Every field trip it's better to fill a field form and write all you have done.

Before leaving verify :
1. memory card status : Card OK
2. status of the meteosat link : correct
3. the auto power off screen saver = 1 mn.
4. acquisitions sensors : no aberrant values
5. battery voltage
6. let connect all the connectors even if some of them are not used, to

keep the waterproofness of the electronic.
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